INTRODUCTION

It has become increasingly common in recent years to scan the news and find that a state or group of states has sued the federal government. During the eight years of the Obama Administration, states led mostly by Republican attorneys general challenged federal action on matters ranging from health care to immigration to the environment to overtime pay. And during just the first year of the Trump Administration, states led by Democratic attorneys general have brought suits in many of those same areas and others, including federal student loan relief and regulation of the internet.

Many of these state-led lawsuits have put the brakes on federal executive actions. Though some of the cases have challenged alleged congressional overreach in federal statutes—most notably the Affordable Care Act (“ACA”)—the overwhelming majority have challenged actions by federal agencies or the President himself. And many have been successful. In February 2016, West Virginia’s multistate action against the signature climate-change rule of the Obama Administration Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) resulted in a United States Supreme Court stay of the rule that, for all practical purposes, made possible the Trump Administration EPA’s current efforts to repeal that rule. Two years later,
Washington State’s lawsuit challenging President Trump’s Executive Order 13769 (sometimes called the “Travel Ban”) succeeded in blocking the enforcement of significant parts of the Order and caused the Trump Administration to issue a revised Executive Order.

This article explores this trend and suggests that, while states need to push back on federal overreach, there are important questions about how and why states do so. Part I discusses some of the many state-led suits filed against the federal executive branch under both Presidents Obama and Trump. Part II discusses some of the reasons for and criticisms of state-led lawsuits against the federal government. Ultimately, this article concludes that, while state-led litigation against the federal government is important to American democracy, we should be cautious about accepting every state-filed lawsuit as a faithful effort to vindicate federalism.

I. STATES VERSUS THE PRESIDENT

A. Suing President Obama

During the eight years of the Obama Administration, states led mostly by Republican attorneys general made it a priority, early and often, to challenge President Obama’s initiatives. The current Governor of Texas, Greg Abbott, served as the Texas Attorney General during the first six years of the Obama Administration. He once claimed to have sued the Obama Administration twenty-five times, describing his job this way: “I go into the office, I sue the federal government and I go home.” “State attorneys general have proven to be the last line of defense,” Abbott said, “against a federal government that is growing too large, spending too much, and


5. As the Solicitor General of West Virginia from 2013 to 2017, the author was involved in many of the Republican-led suits against the Obama Administration.

reaching too deeply into our lives.” When E. Scott Pruitt, President Trump’s EPA Administrator, served as the Oklahoma Attorney General from 2011 until 2017, he created an “office of federalism” to fight federal overreach. Similarly, West Virginia Attorney General Patrick Morrisey ran for office in 2012 on a promise to create an “Office of Federalism and Freedom” to “refocus some of the Office’s priorities on challenging federal policies.” Fred Barnes of *The Weekly Standard* wrote several articles about Republican state attorneys general during the Obama years, describing them as “the resistance,” “the last redoubt,” “a scourge of President Obama,” and “the conservative legal army.”

The lawsuits brought by these state attorneys general did not always succeed, but they did stop some of President Obama’s biggest initiatives. And in doing so, they often had not only an immediate impact on the federal executive branch, but also set important precedents for future challenges by states or other parties seeking to rein in the President and his or her agencies.

Perhaps the greatest number of state-led lawsuits filed against the federal government came in the environmental space, and at least three successful suits bear mentioning. In 2012, Michigan
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led more than twenty States, together with numerous industry and labor entities, in challenging an EPA rule regulating the emission of certain “hazardous air pollutants” from coal- and oil-fired power plants. The issue in the case was the EPA’s finding under the Clean Air Act that such regulation was “appropriate and necessary.” The EPA had concluded that it need not consider costs when making that finding. The challengers disagreed.

Three years later, the Supreme Court found for the challengers in *Michigan v. EPA* in an opinion by Justice Scalia that will undoubtedly be quoted at length in many future challenges to federal agency action. The Court stressed that the question was whether regulation was “appropriate and necessary.” Such a determination, the Court explained, plainly requires a consideration of cost. Indeed, “[a]gencies have long treated cost as a centrally relevant factor when deciding whether to regulate.” That is because “reasonable regulation ordinarily requires paying attention to the advantages and the disadvantages of agency decisions.” Put simply, “[n]o regulation is ‘appropriate’ if it does significantly more harm than good.”

The greater impact of *Michigan v. EPA*, however, may have come the day after the Supreme Court handed down its decision. That next day, the EPA responded to the decision in a blog post, characterizing the Court’s ruling as “very narrow” and noting that “the majority of power plants are already in compliance or well on their way to compliance.” The EPA’s message was clear: even though the Court had found that the EPA had acted unlawfully, the ruling
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had come too late to stop the EPA from achieving its desired result. That boast may have contributed to another state-led success, to which this article next turns.

Soon after the decision in *Michigan v. EPA*, West Virginia led a group of more than two dozen States in a challenge to the Obama Administration EPA's signature climate-change rule, which the EPA called the Clean Power Plan.27 Promulgated under the Clean Air Act, the Clean Power Plan sought to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from existing fossil-fuel-fired power plants by thirty-two percent of 2005 levels by 2030.28 The Clean Power Plan based its targeted emission reductions not on an improvement in technology or operations at the existing power plants, but rather on the theory that those power plants could simply produce less electricity and shift their power generation to new low- or zero-carbon-emission competitors.29 Over two dozen States and many other interested parties sued the EPA.30 The challengers accused the EPA of picking winners and losers in the energy marketplace, and alleged that the EPA had exceeded its statutory authority under the Clean Air Act, had failed to comply with certain rulemaking requirements in the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”), and had violated the United States Constitution.31

In February 2016, the challengers won an unprecedented stay from the Supreme Court by a vote of 5-4.32 It was the first time the Court had ever stayed an agency rule while the merits of the rule
remained under review in the lower courts. In the State petitioners’ stay motion to the Court, the petitioners led with the argument that the *Michigan v. EPA* decision “starkly illustrate[d] the need for a stay” because it showed very clearly the consequences of the courts allowing a rule to remain in effect while it was reviewed. Whether that argument made the difference is anyone’s guess, but the EPA certainly did itself no favors with its finger-in-the-eye blog post after the *Michigan v. EPA* decision, which provided a clear illustration of the stakes that courts face when they refuse to stay agency rules during the review process.

The third major success in the environmental space was the challenge to the Obama Administration Waters of the United States Rule (‘WOTUS Rule’). The WOTUS Rule sought to define the phrase “waters of the United States,” which is the scope of federal jurisdiction under the Clean Water Act. The acceptable meaning of that phrase has fractured the Supreme Court once before in a 2005 case called *Rapanos v. United States* that was resolved in a 4-1-4 split. Around thirty States and other parties challenged the rule. Among other arguments, the challengers asserted that the United States Army Corps of Engineers and the EPA exceeded their statutory authority under the Clean Water Act, failed to comply with the APA, and violated the United States Constitution.

After some complicated procedural adventures worthy of a federal courts textbook, eighteen States and other interested-party movants won a nationwide stay from the United States Court of
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Appeals for the Sixth Circuit in October 2015.\(^\text{39}\) Perhaps most notable was the Sixth Circuit’s grant of the stay despite its conclusion that none of the movants was in any danger of irreparable harm—whether “in the form of interference with state sovereignty, or in unrecoverable expenditure of resources as they endeavor to comply with the new regime.”\(^\text{40}\) The Sixth Circuit simply determined that the challengers had demonstrated a “substantial possibility of success on the merits of their claims,” and that “the sheer breadth of the ripple effects caused by the Rule’s definitional changes counsels strongly in favor of maintaining the status quo for the time being.”\(^\text{41}\) The court granted the nationwide stay to “temporarily silence[,] the whirlwind of confusion that springs from uncertainty about the requirements of the new Rule and whether they will survive legal testing.”\(^\text{42}\)

Outside the environmental context, one notable case was the Texas-led challenge to President Obama’s program of Deferred Action for Parents of Americans and Lawful Permanent Residents (“DAPA”), which sought to assist certain undocumented immigrants with children who are American citizens or lawful permanent residents.\(^\text{43}\) Texas and its coalition of more than twenty States argued that DAPA violated federal immigration statutes, the APA, and the United States Constitution.\(^\text{44}\) A federal district court in Texas entered a nationwide injunction in February 2015.\(^\text{45}\) The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit affirmed, agreeing with Texas’s contention that DAPA would unlawfully “confer ‘lawful presence’ and associated benefits on a class of unlawfully present aliens.”\(^\text{46}\) The Supreme Court granted certiorari in January 2016 and, after Justice Scalia’s death, affirmed by an equally divided Court.\(^\text{47}\)
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Two aspects of the DAPA case bear particular mention. The first is the question of standing. The Fifth Circuit’s ruling, though purportedly “limited” by that court to the “facts” before it, may have far-reaching implications for state-led challenges by Republican and Democratic state attorneys general. In holding that Texas had standing to sue, the Fifth Circuit relied on the “special solicitude” that the Supreme Court afforded to states in the climate-change-related Clean Air Act challenge in *Massachusetts v. EPA*. Describing that “special solicitude” as a “presumption” in favor of standing, the Fifth Circuit expressly extended the reasoning of *Massachusetts v. EPA* to certain lawsuits brought under the APA against federal executive action. That holding will undoubtedly be cited by states in future legal actions against the federal government.

The second aspect of DAPA that bears mention is the Fifth Circuit’s affirmance of the nationwide scope of the district court’s injunction. The Fifth Circuit rejected the federal government’s request to confine the injunction to Texas or the plaintiff States, reasoning that any order affecting immigration policy must apply uniformly and also that the judicial power includes the power to issue a nationwide injunction “in appropriate circumstances.” The Fifth Circuit’s holding in *Texas v. United States* has already been cited by courts imposing nationwide injunctions against the Trump Administration at the request of Democratic attorneys general, and has triggered a vigorous debate among legal practitioners and academics, as well as in the public sphere.
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A few final examples of success in lawsuits led by Republican attorneys general—all resulting in nationwide injunctions against the Obama Administration—include challenges to two United States Department of Labor rules and a purported guidance document from the United States Department of Education and other federal agencies. In June 2016, a federal district court judge in Texas enjoined the Department of Labor’s “Persuader Rule” on a nationwide basis at the urging of several business groups and ten States. Then in August 2016, in a lawsuit brought by more than a dozen States, a different federal district court judge in Texas issued a nationwide injunction of federal “Guidelines” that required all federally funded schools to allow access to bathrooms, locker rooms, and similar facilities on the basis of gender identity. And in November 2016, at the request of twenty-one States and a number of business groups, a third federal district court judge in Texas enjoined nationwide the Department of Labor’s new “Overtime Rule,” which would have doubled the salary threshold for exemption from overtime pay.

B. Suing President Trump

In the past year and a half, it has become clear that Democratic state attorneys general will continue what their Republican counterparts were doing under the Obama Administration. Even before then-President-elect Trump’s inauguration, Democratic state attorneys general were preparing to follow the Republican tactic of
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filing lawsuits against federal executive actions. \(^{58}\) After the inauguration, they put that plan into action. \(^{59}\) As one news article said, “Since Donald Trump was elected president, Democratic state attorneys general have been forming a coordinated wall of legal resistance over immigration, environmental protections, health care and other major issues.” \(^{60}\) In late November, just ten months after the inauguration, it was reported that the California Attorney General’s Office had “put its name on 21 lawsuits against the Trump administration.” \(^{61}\)

Indeed, resources are specifically being raised for and directed toward these efforts. The Democratic Attorneys General Association has stepped up fundraising and outreach, and does not shy away from saying it has “played a crucial role bringing about [the] shift” in coordinated resistance by Democratic state attorneys general. \(^{62}\) An *American Prospect* article reported that Democratic state attorneys general offices “have been beefing up”; in March, the New York Attorney General was looking to hire “two new senior attorneys to focus on issues related to Trump’s presidency.” \(^{63}\) And in August 2017, New York University School of Law launched its State Energy & Environmental Impact Center (“Center”) with nearly six million dollars of support from Bloomberg Philanthropies. \(^{64}\) The Center “is dedicated to helping state attorneys general fight against regulatory rollbacks and advocate for clean energy, climate change, and environmental values and protections.” \(^{65}\) So
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\(^{65}\) 7 Attorney General Offices Selected to Participate in New State Impact Center’s NYU Law Fellowship Program, N.Y.U. (Oct. 17, 2017), http://www.law.nyu.edu/centers/state-
far, the Center has announced that fourteen fellows will be placed in ten Democratic state attorney general offices to serve as “special assistant attorneys general dedicated to working on clean energy, climate change and environmental matters of national and regional importance.”

Some of these Democrat-led challenges already have succeeded in halting or altering federal executive action. Likely the most well-known success is the Washington State lawsuit taking on the original Travel Ban. On January 27, 2017, President Trump issued the Travel Ban, which, among other things, suspended for ninety days the entry of aliens from Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen. Three days later, Washington State filed suit, challenging parts of the Travel Ban as violative of several federal statutes and the United States Constitution. The federal district court entered a nationwide temporary restraining order, which the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit upheld on appeal. In response, the United States declined to seek en banc review, instead informing the Ninth Circuit that “the President intend[ed] in the near future to rescind the [Travel Ban] order and replace it with a new, substantially revised Executive Order to eliminate what the panel erroneously thought were constitutional concerns.”

State-led challenges to later iterations of the Travel Ban have seen success in lower courts but have met some resistance at the United States Supreme Court. In March 2017, Hawaii won a nationwide injunction of parts of President Trump’s Executive Order 13780 ("Travel Ban 2.0"), which the Ninth Circuit affirmed. But in late June 2017, the Supreme Court granted certiorari and issued
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an order lifting the injunctions “with respect to foreign nationals who lack any bona fide relationship with a person or entity in the United States,” explaining that the government’s interest is “undoubtedly at [its] peak when there is no tie between the foreign national and the United States.” Then in July 2017, Hawaii won—and the Ninth Circuit affirmed—another injunction narrowing Travel Ban 2.0. The United States returned to the Supreme Court, and the Court agreed to lift part of that injunction. A few weeks later, the Trump Administration issued Proclamation No. 9645 (“Travel Ban 3.0”), replacing Travel Ban 2.0 and causing the Court to dismiss its pending cases as moot. Hawaii sought and obtained a nationwide preliminary injunction of Travel Ban 3.0, but the Court granted a stay in early December 2017, allowing Travel Ban 3.0 to go into effect.

Perhaps most notable about the reasoning in these cases is the weight given to tweets and similar statements made by President Trump and others in his orbit. In one opinion, the Ninth Circuit cited tweets by the President as evidence of his reasons for signing Travel Ban 2.0. In a related case (not brought by a state), the Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit relied on statements made not only by President Trump, but also pre-inauguration statements by then-candidate Trump. This sort of reasoning, which has been criticized by some, could have extraordinarily far-reaching implications for the relationship between the executive and the judiciary.
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On a different immigration-related issue, fifteen States and the
District of Columbia were granted a nationwide preliminary in-
junction in February 2018 by the District Court for the Eastern
District of New York in their lawsuit to stop the Trump Admin-
istration from ending the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
program (“DACA”). The court acknowledged that the Trump Ad-
ministration “indisputably can end the DACA program,” but con-
cluded that the government had failed to “offer[] legally adequate
reasons for doing so,” rendering the DACA rescission “arbitrary
and capricious.” Among other things, the court rejected as “le-
gally erroneous,” and therefore “arbitrary and capricious,” the
United States Attorney General’s stated reasons for concluding
that the DACA program is unconstitutional. The court also rec-
ognized that “several academic commentators have insightfully ob-
served various problems with the practice of granting nationwide
injunctions against the Government,” but concluded for several
reasons that such an injunction was warranted. Beyond the im-
migration space, Democratic state attorneys general have also won
a nationwide injunction of a Trump Administration rule that would
change requirements on employers to provide health insurance
that covers birth control. In December 2017, a federal district
court judge in Pennsylvania granted the request by Pennsylvania
Attorney General Josh Shapiro, holding that the Trump A dmin-
istration had violated the APA and the United States Constitu-
tion. Nineteen Democratic state attorneys general supported
Pennsylvania’s suit as amici curiae.
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Many other suits have been filed but, as of this writing, have not yet been resolved or were unsuccessful. New York Attorney General Eric Schneiderman and nearly two dozen States have filed a suit challenging the decision of the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) to undo regulation of the internet (i.e., net neutrality) under Title II of the Communications Act of 1934.88 Schneiderman is also leading a challenge by ten States and the District of Columbia to a new rule by the EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers that delays the applicability of the WOTUS Rule.89

Eighteen States and the District of Columbia sued to force the Trump Administration to continue subsidy payments to health insurers under the ACA, but lost their bid for an emergency injunction.90

II. SHOULD STATES SUE THE PRESIDENT?

A. Why States Should Sue the President

Whether one agrees with the states or not, there is a strong argument that American democracy benefits from lawsuits brought by states against the federal government. Schoolchildren throughout the United States are taught the importance of separation of powers, and how the three branches of the federal government check and balance each other. Perhaps less often discussed is the vertical separation of powers between the federal government and the states.


The United States Constitution establishes a system where the people give power to two independent governments. Each of us is subject to both the federal government and a state government. Indeed, the framers specifically considered a system in which “Congress . . . employ[ed] state governments as regulatory agencies.” And they “rejected [that] concept of a central government that would act upon and through the States, and instead designed a system in which the State and Federal Governments would exercise concurrent authority over the people.” Thus, “our Constitution establishes a system of dual sovereignty between the States and the Federal Government.”

In some areas, federal law is supreme. If the federal government acts properly within its limited and defined powers, the Supremacy Clause prevents the states from interfering. That is the deal states agreed to when they joined the Union.

But the federal government must stay in its own lane. Powers not specifically granted to the central government were retained by the states—a concept reaffirmed in the Tenth Amendment. Moreover, the federal government has to do its own work; it cannot force the states, or state legislatures or officers, to do its bidding. That is the anti-commandeering principle described in cases like New York v. United States and Printz v. United States. The framers designed “a legal system unprecedented in form and design, establishing two orders of government, each with its own direct relationship, its own privity, its own set of mutual rights and obligations to the people who sustain it and are governed by it.”
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In this “tension between federal and state power,” the Supreme Court has said, “lies the promise of liberty.”102 “The constitutionally-mandated balance of power” between the States and the Federal Government was adopted by the Framers to ensure the protection of “our fundamental liberties.”103 James Madison described it as “a double security” for “the rights of the people.”104 The “great innovation” was that “our citizens would have two political capacities, one state and one federal, each protected from incursion by the other.”105 Just as the horizontal separation of powers among the three branches of the federal government “serve[s] to prevent the accumulation of excessive power in any one branch, a healthy balance of power between the States and the Federal Government will reduce the risk of tyranny and abuse from either front.”106 The “allocation of powers between the National Government and the States [thus] enhances freedom . . . .”107

As such, there is a strong argument that when the federal government gets out of its lane, whether it is the legislative branch or the executive branch, it is the constitutional duty of the states to push back. To fulfill the framers’ vision of a “double security” for individual liberty, the federal government must believe that the states will fight federal overreach, and the states must sometimes actually do so.108 As the Supreme Court has said, “These twin powers will act as mutual restraints only if both are credible.”109 The discharge of that responsibility does not always require states to sue the federal government, and it does not always require them to win if they do sue. And it may not be the state attorney general who should be speaking for the state; that is a question of state law for each state and its citizens to determine on their own. What is important is that the states do their part in maintaining the necessary tension between themselves and the federal government.
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This is not to say that individuals cannot seek to vindicate the vertical separation of powers. As the Supreme Court explained recently in *Bond v. United States*, “[f]idelity to principles of federalism is not for the States alone to vindicate.”\(^{110}\) That is because “[s]tates are not the sole intended beneficiaries of federalism.”\(^{111}\) When an individual has been injured by a violation of the vertical separation of powers, he or she has a right to object to and challenge that constitutional infirmity. “[I]ndividuals, too, are protected by the operations of separation of powers and checks and balances; and they are not disabled from relying on those principles in otherwise justiciable cases and controversies.”\(^{112}\)

This article only suggests that states may have their own role to play in creating the necessary “tension between federal and state power” to maintain “the promise of liberty.”\(^{113}\) If exercised properly, serious state-led litigation against the federal government (and the “credible” threat of such litigation) could go a long way toward persuading the federal government to respect states as the counterweight the framers envisioned and to exercise appropriate “restraint[].”\(^{114}\)

### B. Why States Should Not Sue the President

What this article has not focused on so far, however, is the difference between state-led lawsuits that seek to force federal policy and those that seek to stop it. Perhaps the best known example of a policy-forcing lawsuit is *Massachusetts v. EPA*, the successful effort by a dozen States and several cities in 2007 to force the EPA to regulate carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases as pollutants.\(^{115}\) That decision has spawned a whole series of climate-change-related regulations, including the Obama Administration’s Clean Power Plan.\(^{116}\) Another example is *Pennsylvania v. Trump*,
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the successful effort to obtain a nationwide injunction of a Trump Administration regulation that would relax requirements on employers to provide health insurance that covers birth control.117 That lawsuit technically seeks to stop a federal executive action, but its goal is to force the federal government to maintain a particular policy.118

Paul Nolette has written extensively and critically about policy-forcing lawsuits by state attorneys general, tracing their roots to the well-known $206 billion tobacco settlement in 1998 and similar efforts by state attorneys general to create more regulation by suing companies.119 Nolette, who has argued that state attorneys general are “ruining” federalism, explains persuasively that these sort of policy-forcing lawsuits are inconsistent with the idea of states “serv[ing] as a counterbalance to federal power by providing a check on centralization.”120 Rather, policy-forcing lawsuits “amount to calls by some state [attorneys general] to ‘come and please regulate us.’”121 These state attorneys general “would place every state of the union, not just their own, onto a higher floor of regulation through the mechanism of federal mandates.”122

But Nolette also criticizes the so-called “[p]olicy-blocking litigation” on which much of this article focuses.123 Though these lawsuits “have delivered effective checks to administration policy,” Nolette contends that state attorneys general cannot be relied upon to take a consistent and committed approach to checking federal power.124 The incentives of state attorneys general, Nolette argues, “are to follow the goals of their broader partisan coalition and not to vindicate any abstract principle of competitive federalism.”125
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evidence, he points to cases where Republican state attorneys general have taken litigation positions inconsistent with the “states’ rights” position, such as their intervention in United States v. Windsor to support the federal Defense of Marriage Act. 126 This makes them “unsteady allies for any sustained commitment to a vision of federalism that promotes limited government.” 127

Another concern about the recent increase in state-led litigation against the federal government is dilution of credibility. Conventional wisdom has long held that a state’s decision to file or intervene in a lawsuit in its own name, or to submit an amicus brief, makes a certain statement with the judiciary and in the court of public opinion that private parties do not. 128 But as states file more and more lawsuits, do they risk cheapening the brand? James Tierrey, Maine’s Attorney General from 1980 to 1990, thinks so: “My long-term concern is that the [attorneys general] become seen as one more lawyer, one more politician on the make, and that undercuts the credibility of the office itself.” 129 Nolette, for one, plainly sees state attorneys general in that way already. 130 In his view, “[t]he [attorneys general], far from ‘protecting the interest of their states,’ as they frequently claim, are doing the bidding of partisan and interest coalitions on the Left and Right alike.” 131 Will courts begin to take the same view? If the legislative and the executive branches also do so, will that undermine the states’ ability to elicit “restraint” on the part of the federal government? 132

CONCLUSION

There is no question that states have been suing the federal government (and the executive in particular) more often in recent years, and they will continue to do so under the Trump Administration. By Nolette’s count, state attorneys general brought fifty-nine multistate lawsuits against the federal government between
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2009 and 2016. And according to one estimate, President Trump had been sued in federal court by state attorneys general no fewer than twenty-five times by May 2017.

At a very high level, I believe state-led litigation against the federal government is valuable. Our system of dual sovereignty is critical to the preservation of individual freedom. As the United States Supreme Court has said, “freedom is enhanced by the creation of two governments, not one.” “By denying any one government complete jurisdiction over all the concerns of public life, federalism protects the liberty of the individual from arbitrary power.” But that system depends on states being willing to push back on federal overreach and on the federal government respecting the states as separate sovereigns. The Court’s admonition in Gregory v. Ashcroft is worth repeating one more time: “These twin powers will act as mutual restraints only if both are credible.”

As with many things, though, the devil is in the details. There are very real concerns—many that Nolette has set forth quite persuasively—about the way in which state attorneys general are taking on the federal government and the incentives driving those attorneys general. I do not think those concerns call into question whether state pushback on federal overreach is needed at all, but rather whether state attorneys general are serving as faithful agents of that task. That seems to be Nolette’s overarching (and fair) concern: that state attorneys general are taking federalism’s name in vain in support of the rise in state-led litigation against the federal government. I am not sure what can be done about that, but I am sure we should not let that concern lead us to forget the importance of state resistance to federal overreach, or to overlook the benefits obtained from states checking federal power.
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